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Abstract - Plagiarism is often regarded as a relatively minor offense with little impact beyond the plagiarist. The problem of
plagiarism has increased recently due to the digital resources available on the World Wide Web. Detecting plagiarism in
natural language with statistical methods or data. The purpose of any classification is to build a series of models to predict
the class of different objects. Document Categorization is one of these applications and can be used in many classification
tasks, for example, the new classification, language detection, Fatherhood performance, the type of text categorization,
recommender systems, etc .In this paper we are going to take a tour of the concept of plagiarism detection and text
classification method specially n-gram along with their types, functions and area of applicability.
Keywords - SVM, plagiarism, n-gram, text classification,KNN
I.Introduction
Plagiarism is the failure of hardware cost, because almost
common than we think. Plagiarism can be considered as
the use of others. Plagiarism is often in fact, the decision
process is considered an act. Often plagiarism is
recognized relatively low guilty, a little, there a plagiarism
appears [5]. Today more and more text collections
accessible to the public through databases or literature
i)
large text documents. Recent developments show beyond a
plagiarist, it is difficult to pinpoint when he plagiarized
parts of a suitable piece of text that can be copied, it is
very easy to find, as the system becomes increasingly
important in view of plagiarism, a large volume of
potential sources. Ohio University recently clarified by the
recent case of plagiarism has been the impact, Athens. [1]
Plagiarism and South Korea [2] as part of the Hwang case
ii)
was reported. Recently, the problem of plagiarism, because
the digital age has increased the resources available on the
World Wide Web. Statistics or computer natural language
plagiarism see [3], [4] for a classification of the various
existing digital documents issued copy of plagiarism
initiated research, which was begun in the 1990s
Distinction, for example, plagiarism process a semantically
equivalent but different words and texts, change the
organization, the program and see the description of the
documents by a comma, and the ideas of others and be an
important role in supporting a deeper understanding of
language models [5]. Plagiarism is usually divided into
two categories: real-plagiarism /literal plagiarism and
intellectual/intelligent plagiarism, a plagiarist, based on
behavior (i.e., student or researcher to commit plagiarism).

1) Literal Plagiarism
Literal Plagiarism is a common practice and are important
when making a copy does not spend a lot of time on the
part of the academic crime is committed. For example, you
can simply copy and paste the text from the Internet. [5]
1
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2)Intelligent Plagiarism
Intelligent Plagiarism is a serious academic dishonesty in
which the kidnappers trying to confuse readers by
changing the contributions of others to appear as his own.
Smart plagiarists are trying to hide, hide and modify the
original work of several smart ways, including text
manipulation, translation and the idea of adoption [5].
i) Text Manipulation: Plagiarism can be clouded by the
manipulation of text and edit most of their appearance.
Instead of words, synonyms / antonyms, short phrases are
introduced to change the appearance, but not in the sense
of the text. Synonyms for certain terms used in this Toc,
although most of the clauses of the change and less left in
the summary
ii) Translation: Confusion makes translating text from one
language to another without proper credit to the original
source. Plagiarism includes reproduced machine
translation (like Google translator) and version of the
manual. [6] Back the translation plagiarism is (simplified)
form of the correct default language text from one to the
other and then retranslates back to the first. Clearly
translated text can have bad English but plagiarists could
spell checkers and other handling plagiarism obscure text
[5].
iii)Idea Adoption: The plagiarism consideration the
gravity of the Idea that refers to the use of the views of
others, such as performance, contributions, results and
conclusions, without citing the source of original ideas [7].
It is a serious crime to steal the ideas of others, which is a
true learning problem. Borrow a few words, but there is
no original ideas to improve the quality of English,
especially foreign, and should not be construed as
plagiarism [8]. Qualitative research showed that university
professors blame or to see the different types of the idea of
plagiarism to use their own experiences. But the solutions
are necessary to see the concept of one mind, as it is
important to check the quality of academic work in
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different ways, including, dissertations, articles, essays and
assignments. Idea plagiarism can be divided into three
types, but the feathers: the meaning of water in terms of
the importance of the idea of home-based and depending
on the context. A close view of the idea of plagiarism can
be water- based description of the two texts, for example,
the two pieces, which is the same idea, is expressed in
different words. The water-based idea of plagiarism can be
made use of, summarize and interpret the data [5].

classes [10], the complexity of the analysis [15] or the gram [14] and the fictional categories. Although most of
the external algorithms remarkably better than algorithms
using a large set of data intrinsic value received from the
Internet, the inherent practical ways in which such a set of
available data. For example, scientific documents using
information available publications digitally, proof of
authenticity is almost impossible to program a computer to
do it. In addition, authors can modify the source data so
that even advanced text comparison algorithms, faulttolerant, as the longest common subsequence [16] cannot
find a match. In addition, the intrinsic are used as art to
help reduce the set of source documents for CPU and / or
memory-intensive external processes.
Plagiarism is the process document, analyze its contents,
revealing plagiarized parts, and the same original
documents, if available [5]. While people have the
potential to suspect plagiarism in the same store or look at
writing style, "it requires a lot of effort to achieve the
potential sources of the material was solid evidence against
offenders to provide" [17] . The need for computer systems
to detect plagiarism could be due to a failure to process
large documents and retrieve all the parts of the original
sources suspect.

Figure.1.classification of Plagiarism
A holistic approach to the idea of plagiarism can be seen
through the context-based adaptation, where the author's
structure of ideas (eg, section, subsection, and the logical
sequence of ideas), but not necessarily the exact content
has been plagiarized from the source. Although the author
writes and paraphrases much of the text, while retaining
the logical sequence of ideas, this practice is considered
plagiarism idea in certain fields of research. [7]
II.Plagiarism Detection Systems
Today more text documents available to the public through
a large collection of literary documents or database. As
recent events show, the result of plagiarism in such
programs is very important, as it is very easy to plagiarist
to find the correct piece of text that can be copied, on the
other hand, is it is difficult to correctly identify the steps
fictional account of a lot of possible sources. Two main
approaches to identify plagiarism in text books known [9]
external/extrinsic and intrinsic algorithms, algorithms
when compared with the external document given a set of
infinite source of such documents on the web the world of
the accused, and intrinsic only to examine the suspicious
document. Application techniques often used external
methods include the grams [10] or the n-gram [11]
comparison, all standard IR techniques as traditional
techniques subsequences [12] or machine learning [13].
On the other hand, basic needs approach to understand the
writing style of the author in some way and use other
services such as the frequency of words and predefined
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Compare extrinsic plagiarism is the suspect document
against a set of spring collection features a range of data
used to the idea of another suspected [18]. Intrinsic
plagiarism, strengthen and restore Attribution creativity
through still works the same with different end goals.
Overall, the style of writing, testing and / or analysis of the
complex dimension.They are
i) Intrinsic plagiarism detection doubt
ii) To check that the data obtained from a particular author
or a secure back
iii) Say that the text writers and writer Imaging

Figure.2 Plagiarism Detection system

II.TechniquesFor Plagiarism
It is not possible to classify all the possible ways the
system can be transformed into another of the same (or
similar) to work. However, two changes in the general
strategies identified.
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Changes to realize them in principle be carried out by
sophisticated text editor. They do not have sufficient
knowledge of the language to be analyzed. General
methods are, for example, reformulations add or remove
comments; change the formatting; names and identifiers
repair. A structural change requires the kind of information
that would be needed to analyze it and the "language of the
subject. Few examples are cycles (eg while...do to
REPEAT..UNTIL or vice versa); nested if statements
could be the cause or switch statements: In case of a
decision of some of the statements that can be changed
without changing the meaning of the program; Calls to
subroutines can be tilted;, and deciding on operands to be
replaced (eg, x <y can be y> x). Our current solution does
not deal with structural change. Many of these techniques
can circumvent by simply removing all comments and
blank tokenizing source application. Process of creating
k
tokens can for example replace all the names of identifiers
with the same reasons. A simple method has been very
successful in making [19, 20].
I. Text Classification
Text Categorization (TC) is a technique that is often used
as the basis for applications in document processing and
visualization, web mining, surveillance technology, patent
analysis, etc. Evaluation of different methods of
experimentation, the basis for the choice of a classifier, a
solution for a specific problem with. Not a single classifier
is always better [21], so that for practical purposes, we
need to develop a methodology for the efficient operation.
Text Categorization, which is also known as text
classification, relates to the problem of automatically
assigning given text passages (paragraphs or documents)
into predefined categories. Task of text categorization is to
classify documents based in predefined classes, their
content automatically.
The widespread and increasing availability of text
documents in electronic form increases the importance of
the use of automatic methods for analyzing the content of
text documents. The method of using experts in the field to
identify new text documents and maps them well-defined
categories is time consuming, expensive and has its
limitations. As a result, the identification and classification
of text documents based on their content is becoming
imperative. A series of statistical learning techniques and
machines developed for the classification of text, including
the regression model, the k-nearest neighbor, decision tree,
Naive Baye, Support Vector Machines, using n-grams and
many others. Such techniques are used in many areas of the
English language as the language of identification, proof of
plagiarism, of authors, the type of text categorization, news
categorization, recommendation systems, spam filtering,
etc.
i. Support Vector Machines(SVM)
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SVM is a new learning method. They are well based
computation learning theory and very open to theoretical
understanding and analysis. Moreover, in contrast to
traditional text classification methods SVM is to be very
robust, eliminating the need for expensive parameters.
Support vector machines are basically the structure risk
minimization [9] calculation of learning theory. The idea of
structural risk minimization, it is, and a hypothesis h that
we guarantee the lowest true error. SVM is very universal
breadwinner. In its basic form, SVM learning linear
threshold function. But through a simple plug-in "an
appropriate kernel function, it can be used for polynomial
classifiers, radial basis function (RBF) network and threelayer sigmoid neural network learning.
ii.k-nearest neighbour
The most important parameter in a text categorization
system based on k-nearest neighbour algorithm (KNN). In
the classification, k nearest documents to test in a training
set initially set. Then predication according to the category
distribution among these k nearest neighbours can be. In
general, the class distribution of the training set is uneven.
Some classes may have more samples than others.
Therefore, it is very sensitive to the choice of parameter k
system performance. Many researchers have found that the
ANN algorithm is a very good performance in their
experiments on different data sets. The idea behind the Knearest neighbour algorithm is quite simple. To classify a
new document, the system finds the k nearest neighbours
among the training documents, and uses the categories of
the k nearest neighbours, category candidates [22] mass.
One of the drawbacks of KNN algorithm are its efficiency,
because it must compare a test document with all samples
in the training set.
iii.n-grams
An n-gram is a subsequence of n objects in a specific order.
Models in Computational Linguistics n-gram characters (ngrams Level) are used for various applications often predict
words (word level n-gram) or predictions. N-gram is a
string of length n is extracted from a document. Typically n
a large text is set in a given collection of documents and
queries in this corpus, which is the Corpus.
To produce the n-gram vector for the documents, a window
length character, moves through the text, a forward sliding
through a fixed number of characters (usually one) at one
time. The character sequence in the window at each
window position is detected.
Many current classifier keywords (which are usually a
single word) from the documents. In many classification
approaches that keyword, the representative of a different
concept or semantic unit is adopted. However, the reality is
different: One word can represent different meanings and
different words may refer to the same meaning. These are
the problems of synonymy. For example, the word bank,
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part of the memory of a computer, a bank, a steep slope, a
collection of some sort, or even a pool shot. The words of
the same root word derived tend to produce many of the ngrams to a question with another form of Word documents
contain different forms because of the word, help,
recovered. Door approach allows us n-gram equivalent
expressed as detection word pairs. The N-gram "CO" for
example, the first n-grams in the term "natural".
A section of character N-gram is a string-N long. Even in
the literature, the term, the term co-occurring set of
characters in a character string (for example, an N-gram of
the first and third characters of a word)
Dice only process incoming N-gram text genre and
counting the occurrences of all n-grams. To do this, the
system performs the following steps:
a) Spilled text in separate letters and

apostrophes tokens.

b) Scanning of each symbol of the generation of all
possible n-grams of N = 1 to the fifth
c) The hash to find a table, counters N-grams, and raises
it. The hash table is used, common mechanism to
ensure that each n-gram has its own disk

Table.1.Discussion of text classification
VI. Conclusion
This paper discusses different themes in the field of text
classification techniques which can be helpful for detecting
plagiarism. When the pursuit of time to improve the
efficiency of the calculation is to reduce mechanical and
various proposals are introduced and researchers working
on the same challenge. This work takes us to the
distribution of information technology short of plagiarism
and text also aims to summarize some of the recent and
effective for classification, with new strategies. The task of
text categorization is to classify documents predefined
classes based on their content automatically. N-gram
showed better performance for text categorization.

d) When you are ready, give all n-grams and their bills
e) Sort in reverse order with the number of occurrences.
Keeping only the N-gram, which is
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